Skippy&Anderson!shows!a!well)turned)out!group!of!
watercolors.!!They!return!to!the!old)fashioned!narrative!painting!
seldom!seen!today.!!Strong,!forceful!compositions!mark!this!
work.!!)Virginian'Pilot,-August-1973!
Ellen A. Draffron’s
view of James River
Park, painting in oil,
has an energy to the
execution, and you can
almost smell the crisp
coolness of the air in
Helen Crighton’s
“River in Winter.”
-Robert Merritt,
Richmond TD, March
1986.

[Patricia Branch’s] paintings are
visual poems that sing with color
and motion of the beauty of the
everyday world around her.
-Emma Livingstone, Richmond T-D,
October 1974.

In Louise Bono’s
autumn series, the
Number Three collage
struck this viewer as
most successful, with its
rather Oriental feeling of
restraint and
understatement. -Ulrich
Troubetzkoy, The
Independent Virginian,
October 1967.

Ann#Allen’s!world!is!an!idyllic!one!in!which!the!skies!are!always!blue!and!
the!gentle!breezes!always!blow!(unless!we!happen!to!be!in!the!snow!at!
Aunt!Lizzie’s!for!Thanksgiving)!and!in!which!there!is!no!hint!of!evil!or!of!
the!visual!blight!that!has!spread!over!Virginia!today…God!is!in!His!
heaven!and!all!is!well!with!the!world.!!CF.D.$Cossitt,$Richmond$Times3
Dispatch,$February$1974.!
Kitty Good accepted a dare when she was

Watercolorist!Betty#Eddowes’!paintings!combine!
62 that changed her life. Her friends wanted
the!softness!of!memories!with!the!reality!of!the!
her to learn the art of painting...they thought
she was a “true” primitive artist. When she
present…the!narrative!quality!never!overrides!the!
began to paint, she never expected to
artistry!of!the!composition!or!her!expert!use!of!the!
become the prominent primitive artist she is
medium.!!CAnn$Harmon,$Fifty$Plus,$November,$
today. -Wendy Walker, Richmond
2012!
Undercover, c. 1985.
!
Unashamedly!recognizing!the!public’s!fancy!for!illustrators!
My own favorite [at a
and!works!of!commercial!art,!the!Capitol!Art!Centre!is!
Valentine Museum exhibit]
featuring!works!by!four!local!commercial!artists.!!Walter&
happens to be the Charlotte
Jefferson,!with!Southern!States,!is!a!watercolorist!who!favors!
Boyden painting called “From
the South Bank,” in which the
the!traditional!subjects…barns,!pumps,!churches!and!other!
artist has set out to include
examples!of!rural,!American!charm…undoubtedly!some!of!
excessive detail (windows
them!will!find!their!way!into!someone’s!pine!paneled!den.!!)
galore, and just look at the
Pete-Wyrick,-Richmond-N'L,-January-1973.!
branches in the foreground)
!
with a unified image of the
At the Westover Hills Branch Library there will
city, white and spooky, just
be a one-man show by Helen Schuyler Hull of
hanging there [draped in the
seasonal lyric landscapes painted with
mist rising from the river]. technical assurance and sensitive perception.
F.D. Cossitt, Richmond T-D,
-An unnamed Richmond newspaper, November
June 1972.
1966.
As a child, Margaret Ives Walsh painted and drew to amuse herself on rainy Sundays. “It was
just kid stuff,” said Walsh. A 58-year marriage and two sons later, “A friend suggested we take
something at the Y classes. Great! Anything to get out of the house in February,” she said with a
laugh. “I selected oil painting and loved it.” That was more than 400 paintings and 125 awards
ago. -Alberta Lindsey, Richmond T-D, November 1993.
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FOREWORD

In the fall of 1964, I had recently graduated from college and returned to Richmond
to take my first job in the business world, working as a computer programmer for the
C&P Telephone Company. One day I ran across a small article in the Richmond newspaper about the formation of an art league in Westover Hills. It caught my eye for
several reasons. First of all, some of the people whose names were mentioned were people I knew by acquaintance – I had grown up in their neighborhood and gone to school
with their children. Secondly, though I had majored in math in college, art was really my
first love, and I had taken hours and hours of art history and studio art classes. I remember thinking wistfully, how wonderful it would be to have the time and talent to be
part of such a group!
Many years later, after I retired from a lengthy career (at United Virginia/Crestar/SunTrust Bank), I rediscovered art classes and the joy of painting, and
eventually was invited to apply for membership in the James River Art League. When I
came to realize that this was the very same organization I had read about so many years
earlier, I felt as if I had come full circle. I was so happy to be part of the group at last!
This Fiftieth Anniversary Celebration Book chronicles the history of our Art League
from 1964 to the present. It begins with a look back in time to the ‘60s, a watershed decade that some of us recall vividly and others do not. As I reflect on the legacy that a
handful of artists created by forming this league, I am both impressed by and thankful
for their initiative. I am also extremely grateful to our Archivist, Stella Jones, who did
extensive research into our past and to the many JRAL Historians who lovingly collected
programs, photographs, newspaper clippings, and other memorabilia over the years.
Without their efforts, this book would not have been possible.
I hope the readers of this record will enjoy learning about the history of our Art
League and gain a sense of the vibrancy of this wonderful and enduring organization,
which I feel justly proud and privileged to serve.

Mary Kent
President, James River Art League
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INTRODUCTION: A LEAGUE IS BORN

The year is 1964. The Beatles and the Rolling Stones appear on the Ed Sullivan Show,
Sidney Poitier becomes the first African American to win the Best Actor Oscar, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. wins the Nobel Peace Prize, President Johnson signs into law the bill
creating Medicare, the U.S. Surgeon General announces that smoking might be hazardous to our health (60% of the population smoked cigarettes), and Pablo Picasso paints
his fourth (but far from final) version of Head of a Bearded Man.
The average yearly income is $5,880, gasoline costs 25 cents a gallon, a first class
stamp costs a nickel, and the first Ford Mustang rolls off the assembly line for $2,368.
And the James River Art League is born with 38 charter members, annual dues: $5.
A painting class taught by Helen Hull (later Helen Bailey), at her suggestion, formed
the nucleus of this new artists association. They came together to foster the creation and
appreciation of art, “to stimulate and promote art interest and activities for the league
members and the community.” They adopted a charter, and hoped to encourage each
other, share ideas and techniques, learn from experts, and exhibit their works of art for
the general public.
During the past 50 years, the James River Art League has been an active part of
Greater Richmond's art community. Its members share a dream: to enjoy the artistic process, to learn from each other, and to exhibit individual efforts in a supportive group
environment. While League membership has ebbed and flowed, in 2013 the number of
active members for the first time surpassed 100. JRAL has remained viable for five decades because of its members’ continuing commitment to the original mission: to
encourage the creation and appreciation of the visual arts. While the times change, the
styles change, and the faces change, the Art League has evolved and endured, because
our members continue to honor the artistic process, and to celebrate the opportunity to
share our enthusiasm with our colleagues and our community.
In this commemorative book, we will revisit our beginnings, review a few highlights
of our 50 years of activity, and renew our commitment to the enduring mission of the
James River Art League.
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James River Art League Charter Members
October, 1964
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